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ABSTRACT

Lossy compression introduces complex compression artifact-
s such as the blocking, ringing and blurring artifacts, mak-
ing decoded videos unpleasant for human visual system. In
this paper, we propose a coding prior based high efficiency
restoration algorithm to remove these compression artifacts.
To improve the quality of the restored compressed videos, we
take full advantage of side information from coding stream-
s as coding prior which is ignored or not fully exploited by
most existing post-processing methods. In particular, the un-
filtered frames and the prediction frames are derived from
coding streams which are utilized as coding priors and a high
efficiency neural network is designed for these information
to improve the overall quality of restored videos. Extensive
experimental results on HEVC coding streams demonstrate
that our proposed method can significantly improve both the
objective and subjective quality of compressed videos.

Index Terms— Compression artifact reduction, coding
prior, deep neural network, video restoration

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades, video is an essential element in many
popular applications, especially mobile applications (e.g., Y-
ouTube, Facebook, Twitter and TikTok). To save bandwidth
and storage space for the huge volumes of video data, var-
ious video compression systems (e.g., H.264/AVC [1] and
HEVC [2]) must be applied. However, lossy compression in
its nature will introduce undesired complex artifacts, such as
blocking, blurring and ringing artifacts, which will not only
severely degrade the Quality of Experience (QoE) for view-
ers, but also adversely affect various low-level video process-
ing and analysis routines when taking compressed videos as
inputs, e.g. object detection and tracking. Therefore, com-
pression artifact reduction has attracted increasing attentions
and many methods have been developed in recent decades.

Early methods [3–6] utilized handcrafted filters accord-
ing to signal processing theories and image prior knowledge
to reduce blocking and ringing artifacts. However, these
handcrafted filters cannot sufficiently handle the compression

degradation adaptively and may oversmooth the decoded im-
ages due to the aliasing of compression artifacts and high
frequency components of image textures. Besides filtering
based methods, learning methods based on sparse coding the-
ory were also widely explored for image compression artifact
reduction problem in [7–9]. For example, Liu et al. [8] pro-
posed a sparsity-based dual domain approach by leveraging
both the spatial and DCT domain information of compressed
images. However, the performance of these methods are
limited by the number of used dictionaries.

In recent years, convolutional neural network (CNN)
based methods have achieved great success in both the high-
level and low-level computer vision tasks, also including the
signal processing problems, due to its strong capability of
nonlinear approximation. Dong et al. firstly proposed an ar-
tifact reduction CNN (ARCNN) with four convolution layers
to remove the JPEG compression artifacts [10]. Inspired by
ARCNN, several methods have been proposed to reduce noise
or compression artifacts by using various network architec-
tures, such as residual learning [11], batch normalization [12],
perceptual loss [13], residual block [14] and generative adver-
sarial network [14]. Yang et al. [15] proposed a Multi-Frame
Quality Enhancement (MFQE) network by utilizing the n-
earest Peak Quality Frames (PQFs) to reduce compression
artifacts of the non-PQFs. However, these post-processing
methods takes the compression artifact reduction problem
as a denoising problem without considering the accessible
information from compressed video streams.

In [16], Lu et al. proposed a deep Kalman filtering net-
work (DKFN) to restore videos from decoded frames with the
help of prediction residuals derived from compressed video
stream and prior estimated frames. Due to the strong prior in-
formation of prediction residuals, the DKFN further improved
the quality of the restored videos. However, the coding prior
is not fully exploited in this work and the loop filters including
deblocking filter and sample adaptive offset (SAO) are turned
off. In addition, the network utilized in [16] is simple, which
also limits its performance.

In this paper, we propose a coding prior based high ef-
ficiency restoration (CPHER) method for video compression
artifact reduction. Specifically, to improve the quality of the
restored compressed videos, we take full advantage of side
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Fig. 1. The proposed coding prior based high efficiency restoration.

information from compressed video streams, i.e., unfiltered
frames and prediction frames. The unfiltered frames only
with quantization noise can retain more useful high frequency
information of original videos and the prediction frames con-
tain more spatial-temporal information compared with that
derived from the decoded temporal frames. Moreover, to fur-
ther improve the performance, we propose a high efficien-
cy video restoration network by utilizing residual block and
weight normalization (WN), which achieves the best tradeoff
between memory usage and restoration performance. Based
on extensive experimental results, our CPHER can efficient-
ly remove compression artifacts and obtain higher quality of
restored videos compared with the state-of-the-art methods.

2. CODING PRIOR BASED HIGH EFFICIENCY
VIDEO RESTORATION

2.1. Coding priors

Compression artifacts are different from other noise due to
their generation procedure is known. In HEVC compres-
sion, the original video frame is first predicted from temporal
neighboring frames (inter prediction) or neighboring recon-
structed pixels in current coding frame (intra prediction),
and then the prediction residuals are transformed and quan-
tized sequentially. Herein, the quantization operation on
transformed residuals is the main source of the compression
artifacts, and the quantization parameter (QP) determines
the levels of compression artifacts to some extent. To re-
duce these compression artifacts, HEVC adopted two loop
filters: deblocking filter and SAO. However, the loop filters
may also introduce artifacts due to the philosophy of their
designs. Limited by computation complexity, the deblocking
filter is a low-pass filter with predefined filter parameters and
is adaptively applied to block boundary pixels according to
pixel difference, QP and coding modes, which cannot ensure
the quality improvement and may oversmooth the boundary
structures. The SAO adds an offset for a group of pixels to
reduce the overall distortions on the sense of mean square
errors, which may make the distortions decrease for some
pixels and increase for others.

Inspired by the encoding procedure, there are two kinds of
useful information which are helpful for compression artifact
reduction, i.e., unfiltered frames and prediction frames. Con-
sidering the variation performance of loop filters for different
video content, the directly decoded frames after deblocking
filter and SAO may be further distorted, which makes video
restoration more difficult. The unfiltered frames only with
quantization noise can retain more useful high frequency in-
formation from original videos and are benefit to improve
video quality by using more complex and adaptive restoration
network in post-processing stage.

Besides the unfiltered frames, the prediction frame con-
tains more spatial-temporal information compared with that
derived from the decoded temporal frames. Compared with
the derived temporal information from decoded neighboring
frames, there are three advantages in prediction frames de-
rived before the reconstruction stage as shown in Fig.1. First-
ly, the prediction frame is derived based on uncompressed
current frame and multiple decoded reference frames. Espe-
cially, the prediction signal is more reliable via motion es-
timation compared with that derived from decoded frames
with compression artifacts. Secondly, the prediction frame
is constructed from both the intra prediction and inter pre-
diction, which are determined based on rate-distortion costs.
It can well deal with occlusion problem compared with the
temporal information derivation at the decoder side. Finally,
the temporal correlation derivation is a very time-consuming
process and memory unfriendly operation, and the prediction
frame from video streams provides an efficient solution to
these problems. Therefore, in this work, we propose to utilize
the unfiltered frame and the prediction frame derived from
video streams as coding priors to improve the video restora-
tion performance as shown in Fig.1.

2.2. High efficiency video restoration network

In recent years, various CNN models have been proposed with
different architectures. Herein, the EDSR model [17] is an ef-
ficient network structure with 32 residual blocks (RB) aiming
to solve super-resolution (SR) problem. We design our video
restoration network model by modifying the EDSR model for
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Table 1. Performance comparison on the Vimeo dataset for
HEVC artifact reduction (QP=32) w/ and w/o coding priors

Method (w/o WN) PSNR/SSIM
CPHER w/o coding priors 36.05/0.964

CPHER w/ unfiltered frame 36.07/0.964
CPHER w/ two priors 36.19/0.965

adapting to restoration task. First, the upsample layer in ED-
SR is removed. Second, considering the low frequency char-
acteristics, the original inner skip connection in EDSR is re-
placed by a new global skip connection, which is also benefit
to the memory usage and convergence rate. To further im-
prove the restoration performance, we also apply the weight
normalization (WN) strategy [18] to the RB model, and the
proposed network is denoted as CPHER, which is illustrated
in Fig.1. Therefore, given decoded frame xd, unfiltered frame
xunf and prediction frame xp, our CPHER can be modeled
as:

yr = R(C(xd, xunf , xp)) + xd, (1)

where yr is the restored video frame, R and C represent
restoration model and concatenate operation, respectively.

In the implementation of CPHER, we use 20 RB layers
and set the number of feature channel as 64. For model train-
ing, We use L1 loss function following the conclusion in [17]:

L(Θ) = ||y − yr(Θ)||1, (2)

where Θ and y represent network parameters and the corre-
sponding uncompressed video frame respectively. Moreover,
we set Adam solver [19] with the initial learning rate of 0.001
(0.0001 when without WN), β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. The learn-
ing rate is divided by 10 after every 400 epochs. The all ex-
periments are trained over 1000 epochs with batch size 116.
The whole training procedure takes roughly 105 hours on G-
PU GTX 1080Ti.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

3.1. Dataset

The Vimeo-90K dataset [20] is recently built for evaluating d-
ifferent video processing tasks, such as video denoising, video
SR and video artifact reduction. In our experiments, we take
64,612 clips from Vimeo-90K for training and 7,824 clip-
s for performance evaluation. PSNR and SSIM are utilized
as the evaluation metrics. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method, we generate compressed frames using
HEVC (x265 codec) with QP=32 and QP=37, and the loop
filters are turned on.

3.2. Performance Analyses

Firstly, we analyze the efficiency of the proposed coding
priors, and Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed

Table 2. Performance and memory usage comparison on the
Vimeo dataset for HEVC artifact reduction (QP=32) with d-
ifferent network structures using coding priors

Networks Memory usage PSNR/SSIM
RDN 1277MiB 36.15/0.964

WDSR-A 647MiB 36.19/0.965
CPHER w/o WN 647MiB 36.19/0.965

CPHER 647MiB 36.22/0.965

CPHER w/ and w/o the coding priors excluding WN. We can
see that the performance is improved when adding the pro-
posed coding priors and the prediction frame is more useful
in boosting the restored video quality. Secondly, we further
verify the reasonability of our modified network structure in
Table 2, which shows the performance and memory usage for
different networks integrated with the proposed coding pri-
ors. Herein, the two networks with good performance, resid-
ual dense network (RDN) [21] using residual dense block
(RDB) and WDSR [22] using wider features (e.g. WDSR-A
and WDSR-B), are tested and compared with our modified
network. To make the comparison fairly, we evaluate these
networks with the same parameters and integrate the pro-
posed coding priors into all these networks. Specifically, For
RDN, 5 RDBs are used with 64 global feature channels and
each RDB utilizes 32 out feature channels and 6 layers. For
WDSR-A, the width of identity mapping pathway is 32 and
the width before activation inside residual block is 128. From
Table 2, we can see that the RDN consumes more memories
compared with other networks, but its performance is still
worst among them. Our proposed model achieves the best
tradeoff between memory usage and performance. In addi-
tion, these results further verify the efficiency of the WN in
the compression artifact reduction network, because it can
speed up convergence of the deep neural networks and allows
training with higher learning rate (i.e., 10×) which will lead
to exploding gradients.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we
compare it with several recent image and video artifact reduc-
tion methods: ARCNN [10], DnCNN [12] and DKFN [16].
For ARCNN and DnCNN, we used the code provided by
the authors and trained their models on the Vimeo training
dataset. For DKFN [16], we used their provided testing code.
For fair comparison with the existing approaches, we fol-
low the experimental configurations as that in [16] and only
evaluate the 4th frame of each clip in the Vimeo dataset.
The quantitative results are reported in Table 3. From the
results, we can see that the proposed method can further
improve the quality of the HEVC decoded video by around
2dB on average, which is a significant quality improvement.
Moreover, our proposed method obviously outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods according to both PSNR and SSIM,
about 0.4 ∼ 1.4 dB PSNR improvement compared with CNN
based compression artifact reduction methods.
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Fig. 2. Quantitative (PSNR/SSIM) and visual comparison of different methods for HEVC artifact reduction on the Vimeo
dataset at QP=32.

In Fig.2, we further show the subjective quality compar-
isons. From these images in Fig.2, we can see that our pro-
posed method successfully removes compression artifacts and
restores some original details, while other methods still have
observable artifacts, which are visually unpleasant. For ex-
ample, by our methods, stripes on the wall (the second row
in Fig. 2) are restored and the artifacts on hand and card (the
forth row in Fig. 2) are removed. This is because the coding
priors introduce more information existing in original videos
to our restoration network, which can help to restore the latent
content from the distorted frames.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a coding prior based high efficien-
cy restoration algorithm for compressed videos. Two kinds of
side information, unfiltered frame and prediction frame, from
compressed video streams are made full use of as coding pri-
ors to help restore HEVC compressed videos. Based on the
extensive experimental results and analyses, the two coding
priors play an important role in compressed video restoration,
and the proposed method outperformed the state-of-the-art C-
NN based compression artifact reduction methods. Moreover,
the modified network structure with residual block and weight

Table 3. Overall performance comparison on the Vimeo
dataset for HEVC artifact reduction

Methods QP=32 QP=37
HEVC 34.19/0.950 31.98/0.923

ARCNN 34.87/0.954 32.54/0.930
DnCNN 35.58/0.961 33.01/0.936
DKFN 35.81/0.962 33.23/0.939
CPHER 36.22/0.965 33.59/0.944

normalization also achieved better tradeoff between memory
usage and performance compared with other widely utilized
network structures. In future work, we will exploit more use-
ful side information and efficiency network structures to im-
prove the video quality from the compressed streams.
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